
The 3D struture of the Ring NebulaW. Ste�en1, J.A. López1, N. Koning2, S. Kwok2,3, H. Riesgo1, M.G. Riher1 andC. Morisset41. Instituto de Astronomía, Universidad Naional Autónoma de Méxio, Ensenada,Baja California, Mexio, wsteffen�astrosen.unam.mx2. Department of Physis and Astronomy, University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada3. Department of Physis, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong4. Instituto de Astronomía, Universidad Naional Autónoma de Méxio, MexioCity, MexioSummary. The Ring nebula (M57) is one of the losest and best observed planetarynebulae. Still, its struture remains ontroversial. Based on detailed spetrosopiobservations of the kinematis we present a solution generated with SHAPE to the3D struture of the [NII℄ emission. Assuming that the inner halo is the result fromenhaned illumination from the entral star through the holes of the inner nebula,we solve the geometry of the nebula.Key words: M57, Ring Nebula, kinematis, 3D Modeling, Software1 IntrodutionThe Ring Nebula (M 57, NGC 6720) is one of the losest and best observed plane-tary nebulae, yet its 3D struture has remained ontroversial (see Fig. 1). Althoughits projeted appearane is relatively simple, studies of its emissivity distribution(e.g. Curtis 1918, Lousie 1974, Masson 1990) show that this does not orrespondto an ellipsoid with a smooth surfae brightness distribution. The orientation ofthe main axis of the nebula nearly oinides with the line of sight whih furtherompliates the interpretation of its volume geometry. Previous kinemati studieshave yielded inonsistent results. Brye, Balik & Meaburn (1994) interpret theirlong-slit line pro�les as arising from an open bipolar struture seen pole-on, whereasGuerrero, Manhado & Chu (1997) using similar data desribe the nebula as a losedprolate ellipsoid. Hiriart (2004) interprets the kinematis and distribution of H2 asdistributed over a ylindrial surfae with a slightly larger radius at the equator. Inorder to settle on the 3D struture of the Ring nebula we have obtained a thoroughmapping of long-slit, spatially resolved ehelle spetra over the nebula and the datahave been ombined with the ode SHAPE (Ste�en & López, 2006) to obtain aself-onsistent interpretation of the projeted image on the sky, the line pro�les, andits 3D struture.
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Fig. 1. Left: The Ring Nebula in the IR with de�nitions of its main regions. (Image:J. Hora (Harvard-Smithsonian CfA) (SSC/Calteh), JPL-Calteh, NASA). Right:Hα image with spetrosopi slit positions indiated.
Fig. 2.Model long-slit pv-diagrams of M57 (3 right panels) produed with Shape areompared with the orresponding observations in [NII℄ (3 left panels). Slit positionsare "a,b and ", from left to right.2 The observationsThe long-slit ehelle spetra were obtained with MES-SPM (MEZCAL) spetrometer(Meaburn et al. 2004) on the 2.1 m telesope of the San Pedro Mártir Observatory(Mexio). Ten long-slit positions were obtained over the nebula, providing the bestspatial overage of this kind to date on the Ring Nebula (see Figure 1, right). Theveloity resolution is 10 km s−1 and the seeing was 1 arse during the observations.Figures 2 and 3 show the P-V diagrams for the [N II℄ λ 6584 line orresponding tothe 10 slit positions. The [NII℄ emission line is partiularly well suited to analyzethe global 3D struture of planetary nebulae, sine it arises mainly in the transitionregions between high and low ionization regions and is thus often on�ned to theouter 3D surfae and in loalized knots. Its intrinsi lower line width also allowsbetter measurements of low veloity line splitting, as is the ase in the outer regionsof the Ring Nebula. For our modeling we did also take into aount pv-diagramsfrom Guerrero, Manhado & Chu (1997).



The 3D struture of the Ring Nebula 2673 Modeling with ShapeThe morpho-kinemati modeling was done with Shape (Ste�en & López, 2006). Theemissivity distribution is onstruted from a distribution of partiles plaed ontoa 3D adaptive grid. This partile distribution is built using 3DStudioMax1. Thepartiles are distributed on a thik surfae. The density distribution of the partileson the surfae has been applied with standard mapping tehniques, applying a grey-sale bitmap to the surfae in spherial mapping oordinates. This bitmap wasedited in an image editing program in suh a way as to simultaneously reproduethe observed images and PV-diagrams. For the halos a proedural noise funtionwas used for the partile density distribution.

Fig. 3. Model long-slit pv-diagrams of M57 produed with Shape (bottom) areompared with the orresponding observations in [NII℄ (top). Slit positions are 1-7(numbering from left to right).4 Model assumptionIn order to onstrain the ambiguities inherent in the morpho-kinemati data, wemake the following reasonable assumptions:1. The irular outer halo is due to a lumpy thin spherial shell.
1 3DStudioMax is a trademark of Autodesk



268 Ste�en, W., et al.2. The inner halo is loated at the same distane or within the outer halo (not onlydue to projetion e�ets).3. The inner halo is bright due to enhaned emission from the entral star thatesapes through the polar low density holes of the main nebula. Hene the outlineof the inner halo is determined by the geometry of these holes into the halo volume.4. The bright main (ring) nebula follows a hubble-law veloity �eld.5. The halos follow the original AGB-wind veloity whih is assumed onstant at 15km s−1.

Fig. 4. Given the onstraints from the observations (horizontal lines marking theprojeted positions of di�erent regions), with our model only a small range of on�g-urations is allowed for the struture of M57. The main nebula an be either slightly�attened (left) or have a line of sight that is limited by the observed dimensions ofthe axes of the main nebula. The position of the inner halo (red) varies only slightlyin these ases.5 ResultsFigures 2 and 3 show the syntheti [N II℄ line pro�les obtained from the Shape modelalong with the observations. The model reprodues most of the detailed featuresobserved in the [NII℄ P-V diagrams with remarkable suess. Our model for the main(Ring) nebula produes a deformed ellipsoid that is optially thik at the equator andthin at the poles, allowing ionizing radiation to esape and illuminate the inner halo.The model annot preisely determine whether the ellipsoid is oblate or only slightlyprolate. Both situations are depited in Figure 4 where the orientation of the nebulahas been rotated 90 degrees suh the main axis of the Ring is now perpendiularto the line of sight. The left panel in Figure 4 shows the oblate ase and the rightpanel the slightly prolate ase where the opening angle of the emerging radiation and



The 3D struture of the Ring Nebula 269out�ows that outline the inner halo are the main di�erene among them. The Shapesyntheti images are shown in Figure 5. Lines onneting the models in Figures 4& 5 identify the di�erent morphologial omponents of the Ring nebula. The mainsymmetry axis of the Ring nebula is inlined by 10 degrees with respet to the lineof sight.
Fig. 5. Three di�erent views of the rendered struture model of M57. The middlepanel shows the view from Earth, while the others are views perpendiular to ourline of sight. line orrespond to the orresponding positions in Figure 4.We have obtained a self-onsistent morpho-kinemati model of the 3D strutureof the Ring Nebula. The kinemati observations together with the assumption thatthe inner halo is a highly illuminated setion of the AGB wind loated within theouter halo �xes the geometry of the three main setions of the nebula (ring and thetwo halos) to an estimated margin of 10−20%. Details of this work will be publishedshortly (López et al., Ste�en et al., in preparation).Aknowledgement. This researh has been supported by grants IN 108406-2, IN108506-2, 112103 from DGAPA, Universidad Naional Autónoma de Méxio, CONACYTgrant 49447 and a grant from the Natural Sienes and Engineering Counil ofCanada awarded to Sun Kwok.Referenes1. Brye, M., Balik, B., Meaburn, J., 1994, MNRAS, 266, 7212. Curtis, H.D., 1918, Pub. Lik. Obs., 13, 553. Guerrero, M.A., Manhado, A., Chu, Y.-H., 1997, 328-3454. Hiriart, D., 2004, PASP, 116, 1135-11425. Louise, R., 1974, A&A, 30, 1896. Meaburn, J., López, J.A., et al., 2003, RMxAA, 39, 1857. Masson, C.R., 1990, ApJ, 348, 580-5878. Ste�en, W., López, J.A., 2004, ApJ, 612, 319-339. Ste�en, W., López, J.A., 2006, RevMexAA, 42, 99-105


